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Abstract 

 
This thesis introduces the idea of visualizing complex data using Timeline for problem 

solving and analyzing a huge database. The database contains information about 

vehicles, which are continuously sending information about driving behavior, current 

location, driver activities etc. This huge amount of data is very complex and it is 

difficult to understand to analyze. Data complexity can be resolve by data visualization 

where user can see this complex data in the abstract form of timeline visualization. 

Visualize complex data by using timeline might help to monitor and track different time 

dependent activities. We developed web application to monitor and track monthly, 

weekly, and daily activities, which helps in decision making and understanding complex 

data. 
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1 Introduction 

In this thesis, we are dealing with a huge database with complex and time dependent 

data, which contains information about vehicles. These vehicles are continuously 

sending important information about driving behavior, driver progress, current location 

etc. Data needs to be extract from database to make some operation like billing, salary 

and to see driver’s progress. 

1.1 Problem and Motivation 

Complex data that comes from vehicles, which are continuously sending time dependent 

data to database system by using three different protocols D, E, and F. These protocols 

described in detail in appendices. In average, one truck sends 88721 records in one 

month and this means 500 trucks will send 44,360,500 records. For 10 years, it goes 

5,323,260,000 records. This makes it difficult to find out required information. 

Complex data needs to be extracted in a meaningful way to answer high-level 

questions like employee’s billing or salary, vehicle speed, current location, monitor 

driver progress, etc. This depends on low level tracking events like ignition status, card 

status, work status, moving status, and no-communication status. It is difficult to get an 

overview of complex data at lower level using simple SQL queries but it might be easier 

to understand by abstracting lower level data to higher-level data by visualizing them. 

The correct abstraction from the low level to high-level data is prerequisite to give 

correct results for billing and other calculations. Manual verification, particularly in the 

case of erroneous data is expensive and time consuming. Therefore proper visualization 

of the data helps to save time and uncover errors. 

1.2 Goals and Criteria 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a web-based visualization that helps to analyze 

and understand complex data extraction from a complex database system and it should 

be reachable everywhere without requiring the installation on the client computer.  

Some goals, which are more specific, are given bellow: 

 Select specific vehicle about which user want to see history of events. 

 Transform low-level data into proper format to extract meaningful information 

and display it to Graphical User Interface. 

 Search and filter required information over timeline by scrolling or dragging 

mouse over timeline. 

 Use simple timeline to navigate complex data at different granularity with 

respect of time. 

 Display certain events like ignition status, work status, card status, moving status 

and no-communication states over time line with starting and ending data with 

time 

We can achieve these goals by using simply SQL to get data from database but it is time 

consuming and quite difficult to understand retrieved data without mapping to proper 

format, even it is more difficult for a user, who has not much idea about SQL. Timeline 

mapping is graphical user interface that save a lot of time and help user to understand 

complex data.   
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1.3 Outline 

The rest of the thesis has the following structure. Chapter 2 describes Time line 

visualization and database system that contain complex data about different activities of 

travelling vehicles. Chapter 3 includes functional requirements specification and use 

cases. Chapter 4 includes system architecture and design with class diagram. Chapter 5 

contains detailed implementation of timeline with some visual examples. Chapter 6 

contains case study about card status, to calculate time duration between certain events 

and date. Chapter 7 describes conclusion and future work.  
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2 Background 

This chapter provide background about the database system, some basic activities about 

driving behaviour and driver progress. It also includes brief description about timeline 

and timeline units. 

2.1 Database System 

Database system is collecting data from vehicles, which are continuously sending data 

packets to database system by using three different protocols D, E and F. Data packet 

contains information about driveling speed, current location, driver progress, engine 

speed, covered distance, and so forth. 

 
Figure 2.1 Database System 

Each protocol packet contains a packet header followed by a single packet payload 

(device status snapshot). Protocol D, E and F, with data fields described in detail in 

Appendices. 

2.1.1 Unit ID  

Unit ID used to identify GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication) device that 

used to send data packets. Every GSM device has unique identification number that 

called IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity). Unit ID in our context used 

instead of IMEI number by the GSM network to identify valid devices.  

2.1.2 Registration 

Every Vehicle has unique identification number that called registration number. 

Vehicles identify by either Registration number or unit ID. Registration number and 

unit ID both can identify vehicles. 

2.1.3 Ignition Status 

Ignition status includes time intervals in which vehicle’s ignition on. Ignition is marked 

ON with an event id equal to 0x07. Ignition status is marked OFF when event id equal 

to 0x08. To see ignition status we have to find out all time slots from D-snapshot, in 

which ignition status is on. That is from time where a 0x07 event received for a vehicle 

with a certain unit id, to an event with a 0x08 value. 

2.1.4 Card Status 

Card status indicates when driver starts his work and when he finished. Driver insert 

card before to start work and get out when driver stop work. In card status, we want to 

see time slots in which driver worked. driver1State_cardInsertionState used to find card 
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status. Card status marked ON When its value turned to 1 and it marked OFF when its 

value turned to 0.Time will be start in timeline when driver card status turned to 1 and it 

will be continue till card status turned off. 

 

2.1.5 Work Status 

Work status includes time slots in which driver are on work; in work status, drive can be 

in one of four states: rest, available, working or in driving state. Values of 

driver1WorkingState lie between 0 and 3 represent different state of work status. Where  

workState_driver1WorkingState = 0 mean Driver in rest mode, 

workState_driver1WorkingState = 1 mean Driver is free and available, 

workState_driver1WorkingState = 2 mean Driver in working mode, and 

workState_driver1WorkingState = 3 mean Driver in driving mode. 

2.1.6 Moving Status 

Moving status indicates time slots, in which vehicles are actively moving. Vehicle is 

moving when event id equal to 104(0x68) and it stopped when its value turned to 

105(0x69). Moving time will start in timeline when event id turned to 104 and it will be 

continue until event id turned to 105.  

2.1.7 No-Communication Status 

No-Communication status includes all those time slots, which data packets takes more 

than 60 seconds to reach database system from GPS device, otherwise there is some 

problem in communication medium, or server is not responding. No-Communication 

time starts on timeline when GSM device on client sends data packet until this packet 

reach to system. Communication status is fine if data packet takes less than 60 seconds 

to reach server otherwise there is no-communication. 

2.2 Timeline 

Complex data in our database system is time dependent and we need to visualize it in 

such way where user can track different activities with respect to time. Timelines are 

particularly useful for time dependent data to convey a sense of changes over time. 

Timeline is a graphic design which shows a long bar labeled with starting and ending  

dates alongside itself and events labeled on points with attributes (color, size, position), 

where they would have happened[1].  

Timeline visualization consists of graphical entities (points, lines, shapes, 

images, text) and information is displayed in a clear, graphical manner to a user, that 

help to user to assimilate and interpret complex data quickly.  How efficient this 

interpretation occurs depends on how well the data has been visualized. Timelines can 

take use any time scale, depending on the subject and data. Timelines uses a linear 

scale, where a unit of distance is equal to a set amount of time. Timeline visualization is 

helping a lot in analyzing complex data when many things happening in parallel and 

difficult to see mass amounts of complex data. 

Figure 2.2 is timeline example, that describing abstract view of 10,000 years Swedish 

history between 8000 BC-2000 AD [6] 
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Figure 2.2 Timeline of Swedish History [6] 
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3 Requirement and Analysis 

This section describes functional requirements of the system. In this thesis, we are 

working with developed database system, which contains complex time dependent data 

about vehicles, drivers, location, speed and e.g. I discussed and finalized functional 

requirements with my advisor.  

3.1 Functional Requirements 

 Timeline should contain events of certain activity, which contain time duration 

for specific event with starting and ending dates. 

 Timeline should have two bands with different timeline unit and color but both 

should be synchronize with each other to keep in context. 

 Every event should pop up small window when user clicks on specific event to 

see event description. Pop-up window contains heading, title, duration, starting, 

and ending date.  

 Timeline should scroll left to right or right to left by scrolling mouse and even it 

can be move by simple dragging mouse right-to-left or left-to-right. 

 Different Timeline about working, moving, communication, ignition and card 

status should have different color, even different mode for working status should 

also has different color that help in better understanding and make them 

distinguishable  between different time lines. 

 Timeline should have date drop down menu where user can select certain date to 

move timeline on some specific event. 

 Timeline should display data about belonging to certain protocol and period. 

 Timeline should have non-Duration event that also known as an instant event, 

that focused on a specific time and represent by dot on timeline. 

3.2 Use Cases 

This section describing use cases to understand system functionality that shows how 

users can interact with system. 

3.2.1 Get Overview of Certain Activities 

This use case helps user to get overview of specific activities over timeline interface, 

where user can see detailed information about that specific activities, like starting and 

ending time. 

Get Overview of Certain Activities 

Actors:      User  

Feature:   Visualize complex data by using time line 

Pre-condition: System in working condition and having data in database. 

Scenarios 

Step# Action Software Reaction 

1-  System displays vehicle’s id list with registration 

number, activities list, and time line unit. 

2- Select vehicle by choosing UNIT ID and 

Registration number that display on 

GUI. 
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Table 3.1 Use Case to Get Overview of Certain Activities 

3.2.2 Navigate Certain Event 

This use case tells how user can navigate certain events on timeline interface according 

to specific date and time. 

  

3- Check at least one from certain activities 

e.g., Ignition Status, Card Status, Work 

Status, Moving Status, or No-

communication Status from input GUI 

form. 

 

4- Select Timeline UNIT from day, week, 

or month. 

 

5- Click on “Submit” button. Display Time line with two bands. 

Exceptions: Network is busy and system informs server is not responding. 

Post Conditions:  System displays timeline. 

Navigate Certain Events 

Actors:    User 

Feature:   Visualize certain timeline events with specific date 

Pre-

condition: 

System in working condition and having data in database. 

Scenarios 

Step# Action Software Reaction 

1-  System displays timeline with different activities.  

 

2- Select data from drop down menu to see 

specific event that happened on selected 

date. 

<<Alternative 1>> 

System will be set selected data 

3- Click on “GO TO” button. 

<<Alternative 2>> 

System will shift timeline on user-selected date. 

 

4- Click on certain events that user want to 

see in detail. 

 

System will open a pop-up window that contains 

title, detail, starting and ending dates. 

Alternate Scenarios: 

Step # Description 

Alternative 1: Excute use case #1, if you want  to change either unit id, timeline status or 

timeline date. 

Alternative 2: User sroll time line by draging timiline either left or right to move timeline on 

certain date. 

Exceptions: Network is busy and system informs server is not responding. 

Post Conditions:  Timeline event is being displaying with specific selected date. 

Table 3.2  Use Case to Navigate Certain Event 
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4 Architecture and Design 

Figure 4.1 describes the system architecture of the remote web server. It consists of four 

different entities, which interact with each other to fulfill system requirements. Users 

can access all system functionalities through a GUI submitting input data to remote 

server. We use JavaScript to call the appropriate function for user input validation. 

Business intelligence is the entity in system that interacts with database to get data from 

database by using SQL queries, transforming retrieved low-level data into useful 

information to load in timeline plug-in. Before loading in timeline plug-in we transform 

data into JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [2] format that can be understandable by 

timeline plug-in.  

 

 
Figure 4.1 Design and Architecture Diagram 

      

Class Diagram 

 

Figure 4.2 represent a UML class diagram, where the different entities interact with 

each other to meet user requirements and functionalities. 
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+createInputData() : string

+createIgnitionStatus() : string

+createCardStatus() : string

+createWorkStatus() : string

+createNoCommunicationStatus() : string

+createMovingStatus() : string

-String

-object

CreateResponse

+countRecord() : double

+createNextPage() : string

+createLastPage() : string

+countTotalPages() : double

-pageCount

-recordCount

Paging

+createTheme()

+switchTheme()

-color

Theme

+createTimeline()

+createHotZoneBandInfo()

+navigateCenterVisiableDate()

+loadJson()

+moveTimeline()

+validateTimeline()

+createTimelineEvent()

-Date

-Day

-Time

-Month

-Year

-Hour

Timeline

+createInputForm() : object

+CreateIgnitionObject() : object

+CreateCardObject() : object

+CreateWorkObject() : object

+CreateCommunicationObject() : object

+CreateMoveObject() : object

+createDefaultInputForm()

-String

-Object

BusinessLogic

1

*

* *

*

*

1

*
 

Figure 4.2 Class Diagram 

Timeline classes interact with Theme class and BusinessLogic class. Theme class uses 

to set, create, and switch theme by using relevant theme function. BusinessLogic is the 

main central class that interact with CreateResponse to extract relevant data from 

database and it also interact with Paging class that count number of records and 

calculate how many pages required to display extracted timeline data, it also uses to set 

forward and backward navigation links and also uses to get next and last page contents. 

In central class BusinessLogic itself uses to implement core business logic that find 

starting and ending dates with time for different activities i.e., ignition, card, work, 

move and no-communication status. BusinessLogic also uses to transforms complex 

data in proper format that used by Timeline class to load data in timeline. Table 4.1 has 

brief description of each function. 

 

Function Name Class Name Description 

createTheme() Theme Creates theme for timeline. 

changeTheme() Theme Used to changes timeline theme. 

createTimeLine() TimeLine Creates timeline object. 

createHotZoneBandinfo() TimeLine Creates timeline band. 

createCenterVisiableDate() TimeLine Creates timeline position. 

moveTimeline() TimeLine Used to moves timeline. 

validateTimeline() TimeLine Used to validate input data. 

createTimelineEvent() TimeLine Creates timeline events. 

loadJson() TimeLine Used to load JSON data object. 

createInputData() CreatesResponse Creates input date to display user. 

createIgnitionStatus() CreatesResponse Creates ignition timeline data set. 

createCardStatus() CreatesResponse Creates card timeline data set. 

createWorkStatus() CreatesResponse Creates work timeline data set. 

createNoCommunicationStatus() CreatesResponse Creates no-communication data set. 

createMovingStatus() CreatesResponse Creates moving timeline data set. 

countRecord() Paging Used to count output record set  

countTotalPages() Paging Used to count total number of pages 

createNextPage() Paging Used to create next page data set. 
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createLastPage() Paging Used to create last page data set. 

creatInputForm() BusinessLogic Creates input form for users. 

CreateIgnitionObject() BusinessLogic Creates ignition status object. 

CreateCardObject() BusinessLogic Creates card  status object. 

CreateWorkObject() BusinessLogic Creates work status object. 

CreateNoCommunicationObject() BusinessLogic Creates No-communication object. 

CreateMoveObject() BusinessLogic Creates move status object. 

setDefaultInputForm() BusinessLogic Creates input form for user. 
Table 4.1 Function Names with Description 
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5 Implementation 

Timeline plug-in [3] is HTML and JavaScript based. In server end, we used PHP 

scripting to fetch data from database and implement business logic, we send request to 

fetch timeline data from database by sending input HTML form values, we use check 

box and radio button to take input from end user that is easy for end user instead user 

give some input values by typing. On server side, we get input HTML form, fetch data 

from database according to input values, and returned to JavaScript that load it into 

timeline object. Figure 5.1 displays only few attributes of database table D-snapshot that 

show how database table look like. It is very small view of D-snapshot table. D-

snapshot data table has 42 attribute and 1 truck sends average 88721 numbers of records 

to D-snapshot database table.  

 

 
Figure 5.1 Database Overview 

5.1 Ignition Status Query 

Figure 5.2 displays the Ignition status query with result set. Ignition status is on when 

event ID equal to 0x7 and it turned off when its value turned to 0x08. Event starting and 

ending time can find from query result according to ignition status. 

  

 
Figure 5.2  Ignition Status Query with Result Set 
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5.2 Card Status Query 

Figure 5.3 contains card status query with result set. It indicates when driver started and 

finished work. Driver inserts card before to start work and withdraw it when driver 

stops work. In card status user want to see the all time slot in which driver worked. 

driver1State_cardInsertionState used to find card status. When its value turned to 1 that 

card status is ON and when driver take out card, its value turned to 0. Time will be start 

in timeline when driver card status turned to 1 and it will be continue till card status 

turned OFF. 

 

 
Figure 5.3  Card Status with Result Set 

5.3 Work Status Query 

Figure 5.4 displays work status query with data set. In work status, drive can be in one 

of four different states. Driver can be either in rest, available, working or in driving 

state. Values of workState_driver1WorkingState lie between 0 and 3 represent different 

state of work status. Where  

workState_driver1WorkingState = 0 mean Driver in rest mode, 

workState_driver1WorkingState = 1 mean Driver is and available, 

workState_driver1WorkingState = 2 mean Driver in working mode, and 

workState_driver1WorkingState = 3 mean Driver in driving mode. 

 

 
Figure 5.4 Work Status Query with Result Set 
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5.4 Moving Status Query 

Figure 5.5 displays moving status query with result set about moving status, which tells 

about status of vehicle, it either is moving or stopped. In this query, we get data about 

all time slot in which vehicle was moving. Event id 104(0x68) mean vehicle started 

moving and 105(0x69) mean it stopped. 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Moving Status Query with Result Set 

5.5 No-Communication Status Query 

Figure 5.6 displays No-Communication status query with data set about communication 

status. In this query, we find out all communication events in which communication 

between vehicle and server takes more than 60 seconds. We use TIME_TO_SEC() built 

in function to convert time into seconds, then we get difference between server time and 

vehicle sending  time, to know is it working fine or it has some problems with 

communication, either at client side or server side. 

 

 
Figure 5.6 No-Communication Status Query with Result Set 
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5.6 Create Timeline   

Table 5.1 displays HTML structure, HTML header contains timeline API [3] JavaScript 

files. Timeline-api.js [7] is the main scripting file that loads rest of necessary files. We 

use this timeline API [3]  because it has two different timeline bands with different 

timeline unit, which synchronize with each other that helps user to understand complex 

activities. 

<html> 

  <head> 

    <script src =”http://localhost/timeline/timeline_js/timeline-api.js”> 

type=”text/javascript”></script> 

    ... 

  </head> 

  <body>     

<div id="tl" class="timeline-default dark-theme" style="height: 300px; 

margin: 2em;"></div> 

    ... 

  </body> 

</html> 

Table 5.1 Link to Timeline API [3]  

5.7 Create and Switch Theme 

Table 5.2 contains JavaScript code, that used to create and switch theme for timeline, by 

default it set dark-theme, Function themeSwitch()used to switch timeline theme. It is 

easy to change the theme. First, create a standard theme. Then modify its values and 

finally, apply the theme to one or more bands. The same theme object can use for more 

than one band. Theme value will be different for different bands, each bands has own 

theme settings. 

 
var theme = Timeline.ClassicTheme.create(); 

Timeline.ThemeName = 'dark-theme' 

theme.event.bubble.width = 250; 

 

function themeSwitch(){ 

var timeline = document.getElementById('tl'); timeline.className = 

(timeline.className.indexOf('dark-theme') != -1) ? 

timeline.className.replace('dark-theme', '') : timeline.className += ' dark-

theme';} 

Table 5.2 Create and Switch Theme 

5.8 Set Timeline Unit 

Table 5.3 shows some basic parameter for time line in function onload() [3]. Function 

onLoad() will be called immediately when client request for html page. It set some basic 

parameter for timeline like unit, timeline starting and ending dates. Different timeline 

bands use different time scale. Bottom timeline band shows summery and brief 

description and top timeline band is zoomed version of bottom time line. One is static 

timeline unit where user cannot change timeline unit, while in dynamic timeline unit 

options to select timeline unit day, week or month. Timeline used two bands, which 

synchronized with each other. Bottom band shows timeline at higher level and upper 

time line shows detail and zoomed version of bottom time line that helps to see detailed 

time line. Bottom and upper timeline band unit depends on basic unit that user chooses 

while use fills input form. If user chooses, day as unit then bottom timeline unit will 

also be day but upper time line will be in hour. If user chooses week as bottom timeline 

unit then upper unit will be in day. If user chooses, month as time line unit then bottom 
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unit will be same like month but upper timeline unit will be week. If we compare both 

time lines then we see upper time line’s unit is one-step smaller then bottom time line. 

In simple word, we can say upper one is zoomed or detailed version of bottom time line.   

 
function onLoad() { 

setCheckedValue(document.inputform.elements['unitId'],value); 

populatedropdown("daydropdown", "monthdropdown", "yeardropdown") 

var eventSource = new Timeline.DefaultEventSource(); 

    var zones = [ {    

    start:    "jan 2009", 

    end:      "Apr 2011",   

    magnify:  4, 

    unit:     <?=$subUnit?>,   

                } ]; 

var zones2 = [{    

    start:    "jan 2009", 

    end:      "Apr 2011", 

    magnify:  1, 

    unit:     <?=$unit?>,     

                }]; 

var date = "Sep 20 2009"; 

var url = 'http://localhost/timeline/timeline_js/images/';             eventSource.loadJSON(<?=$json?>, url);       //  <?=$json?> The data was stored into the  

} 

           } 

Table 5.3 Set Timeline Attribute [3] 

5.9 Create Timeline Zone 

Table 5.4 shows syntax to create horizontal timeline with two bands, in the top band, 

spans 300 and bottom band span is 100 pixels. Top and bottom band can have different 

unit, but by default, bottom band unit is day [3]. When we choose month as unit then 

bottom timeline band also has same unit but top has week, similarly in case of year 

bottom has year and top has month. Top band is zoomed version of bottom band. Both 

bands synchronized with each other, when user move one band other move with respect 

to first one.  

function onLoad() { 

var bandInfos = [ 

Timeline.createHotZoneBandInfo({ 

   width:          "80%",  

   intervalUnit:   <?=$subUnit?>,  

   intervalPixels: 300, 

   zones:          zones, 

   eventSource:     eventSource, 

   date:           date, 

   timeZone:       2 

    }), 

   Timeline.createHotZoneBandInfo({ 

   width:          "20%",  

   intervalUnit:   <?=$unit?>,  

   intervalPixels: 100, 

   zones:          zones2,  

   eventSource:     eventSource, 

   date:           date,  

   timeZone:       2, 

   overview:       true 

   })]; 

bandInfos[1].syncWith = 0; 

bandInfos[1].highlight = true; 

tl=Timeline.create(document.getElementById("tl"),bandInfos, 

Timeline.HORIZONTAL); 

} 

Table 5.4 Create Timeline Zone [3] 
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Figure 5.7 shows Simple timeline with day unit. It has two bands.  

 

 
Figure 5.7 Timeline with Two Different Time Zone 

5.10 Add Events and Load Data 

Table 5.5 shows how to load data in timeline by creating timeline event, eventSource is 

timeline event that call function loadJSON(file,url) to load data in timeline. 

loadJSON(file,url) take two parameter, first parameter is file name and second 

parameter is url that use to pass file path, first parameter can be an object instead of file 

when we loads dynamic data by extracting from database then second parameter can be 

null string. 

 
//We will set eventSource attribute when we create Timeline 

creatHotZoneBandInfo 

eventSource:     eventSource, 

eventSource.loadJSON(<?=$json?>, url); 

Table 5.5 Load Data in Timeline Event  

5.11 JSON Object Format 

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [2] is lightweight data interchange format that is 

easy to read and write for human as well as for machine. Text format is completely 

language independent but uses convention. Figure 5.8 shows JSON (JavaScript Object 

Notation) object format [2]. 

 

 
Figure 5.8 JSON Graphical Format [2]  

Table 5.6 shows structure of JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) array object. Server 

responds to client by sending an array of JSON data object that contain timeline data in 

proper format [4] to load in timeline. An object is set of name and value pairs that begin 

with left brace ”{” and end with right brace ”}”, each name followed by colon ”:” and 

each pair is separated by comma ”,”. 
[{ 

"color":"#00FF00",  

"description":"Rest mode in working status",  

"status":"wRest",  

"title":"Rest State in Work",  

"start":"September 25, 2009, 10:35:29",  

"end":"September 25, 2009, 10:35:30",  

"protocol":"E"}, 

{…. 

}, 

. . . . 

] 

Table 5.6 JSON Data Format [4] 
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Figure 5.9 is a graphical representation of timeline after loading JSON (JavaScript 

Object Notation) object in timeline, where user can see timeline contains different color; 

those are represents ignition, card, work, moving, and communication status. Bottom 

timeline band depict higher lever and upper band represent zoomed or detailed version.  

  

 
Figure 5.9 Timeline Graphical Representation 

Figure 5.10 is another representation of timeline. It displays activity details when user 

click on any timeline activity, that open small pop up window with title bar and it shows 

timeline’s starting and ending date. Another thing is small dot in Figure 5.10, which 

means those are instant event or spot events. 

 

 

t 

Figure 5.10 Timeline Activity Representation 
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Figure 5.11 displays data representation to user, where user can see activities and events 

detail with respect protocol. User can also navigate between different pages to see 

required data by navigating next and previous page. Different colors in Figure 5.11 

represent different activities, which help user to differentiate between them. 

  

 
Figure 5.11 Timeline Data Represntation  
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6 Case Study 

In this chapter, we explain card status scenario and see how we can save time by 

tracking certain activities and events on timeline instead tracking them in complex SQL 

result set. Here we will take very simple cases that will be easy to understand and 

differentiate.  

 

Card Status 
In this scenario we will track card status, first we will use simple SQL Query  and then 

we use our developed web based visualizing tool and see the time diffrence between 

them. For both cases we are using same SQL Query but the only diffrence is the way of   

tracking  card status events. We will calculate time seprtatly for both ways by using stop 

watch. We want to calculate total duration in which card status was on from 28 

September, 2009 to 1 October, 2009. Number of step given below to track certain 

events in SQL. 

1. I am using stop watch to count time to calculate total duration in which card 

status was on from from 28 September, 2009 to 1 October, 2009. Now i am 

going to start time to track card status events by using simple SQL Query. 

2. Now i run SQL Query and get the result set for card status, Figure 6.1 shows 

SQL  result sheet. 

3. Now i am using simple algorith to find out card status events on SQL Query  

result. We are using d0 for driver1State_cardInsertionState and d1 for 

tachographEventdriver1CardinsertionStateChanged. Value of d1 will always be 

one in Query result but value of d0 switch between zero and one. When its value 

turned to 1 that mean card status is ON and when driver take out card its value 

turned to 0. Card status time will be start when driver card (d0) status turned to 1 

and it will be continue till card status turned off. 

4. Event start when d0 and d1 both have one and event end when d0 turned to zero. 

Now we can track different events easily. 

5. We are calculating time difference for each event by using online time 

difference calculator [5]. 

6. Now we are calculating total time in which card status was on between 28 

September 2009 to 1 October 2009 by summation all time duration that have 

calculated in step 5, that is 4438.8 minutes. 

The whole process took 9 minute and 30 seconds (00:09:30) to complete step 1 to step 

6. We will again calculate total time duration in which card status was on from 28 

September to 1 October 2009 but by using developed web based timeline visualization 

application and see the time difference between these two methods. 
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Figure 6.1 Case Study Query with Result Set 

To calculate total time duration between certain events is much easy then manual work 

in database SQL because database has raw level data and bit complex it required some 

bussiness logic before to use in web based developed application. It is also bit easy to 

run this application, we will simply follow steps, which are mention in use case (get 

overview of certain events) to excute this scenario. Once again we are going to use stop 

watch to see how much time it will take. Now i start stop watch.  

1. Now i am following the steps which are mention in use case 3.2.1 Get Overview 

of Certain Activities by selecting card status from timeline status. 

2. Figure 6.2 shows the results of step 1, Now i am just adding all values from 

duration colum by using simple calculator. Total sum is 4438.8 minutes. 

Step 1 & step 2 took only 1 minute and 30 seconds ( 00:01:30), even both are producing 

the same results. Time is the big diffrence between these two methodes.  

 

 
Figure 6.2 Graphical Representation of Card Status with Data Set 
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Figure 6.3 shows time difference graph between manual and developed application. In 

manual system we use SQL queries to track certain events while in develped application 

we intract GUI (Graphical User Interface) to visulize certain events. In Figure 6.3 time 

line application takes constant time between 4o to 80 events while manual system is in 

directly proportion to number of events. Time is the main difference between manual 

and developed application. Manual system will take much more time when we need to 

analyse complex scenario for few months or years. 

 

 
Figure 6.3 Time Comparison Graph 
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7 Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter summarizes and concludes our efforts to visualize complex data by using 

web based timeline tools and discuss future work that can enhance its functionality and 

speed. 

7.1 Conclusion 

In this thesis, data needs to be extracted in a meaningful way to answer high-level 

questions e.g., employee’s billing or salary, vehicle speed, current location and monitor 

driver’s progress.  Main objective of this thesis was to develop an application that 

resolve data complexity by transforming time dependent complex data into visual form, 

that is available to user everywhere without requiring any installation. The developed 

application meets all raised problems. Figure 5.9 and 5.10 represent visual form of 

complex time dependent data about ignition status, card status, moving status, work 

status and no-communication status. Figure 5.11 representing complex data in such way 

where user easily can see and understand complex activities detail, another figure 6.4 

displaying total time duration for each activities that can help to calculate emplyee’s 

billing or salary. Developed application helps user to see certain activities on timeline, it 

also help to navigate certain events with respect to selected date. The completed version 

covers all-basic requirements. 

7.2 Future Work 

In this section, we will discuss a few options for improving the system. There are still a 

lot of possibilities for extensions and improvements to the application. 

7.2.1 Timeline Filter 

We can create timeline filter that can help to search data field from timeline and 

highlight them, than user can see only specific information on time line or user can 

differentiate required information with different color.  

7.2.2 AJAX Based Timeline 

We can enhance timeline-loading speed by using AJAX call to extracting data for 

timeline. Right now, we are extracting bulk amount of data from database and loading it 

to timeline at once that making it slow. System can be more efficient if somehow we 

use Ajax call to extract data in small chunks for only visible timeline. 

7.2.3 Stored Procedure 

We can also enhance system efficiency by adding stored procedure at server end. Stored 

procedures improve performance by removing data redundancy from database and 

applying business logic on complex data.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A Protocol D 

D protocol consist of a single binary message packet for sending device status 

information including GPS data to system database. Figure 9.1 and Figure 9.2 are 

description of D-snapshot data fields that help to understand D protocol. 

 
Figure A.1 Protocol D 
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Figure A.2 Protocol D 
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Appendix B Protocol E 

E protocol consist fo a single binary message packet that used to send  tachograph data 

to system database.Figures 9.3 to 9.6 representing E-snapshot protocol data fileds. 

 

 
Figure B.1 Protocol E 
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Figure B.2 Protocol E 
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Figure B.3 Protocol E 
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Figure B.4 Protocol E 
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Appendix C Protocol F 

F  protocol consists of single binary message packet for sending FMS-CAN data to 

server application.F protocol used to calculate speed, fuel consumpation , etc. Figure 9.7 

to 9.10 representing F-snapshot protocol and data fields values. 

 

 
Figure C.1 Protocol F 
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Figure C.2 Protocol F 
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Figure C.3 Protocol F 
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Figure C.4 Protocol F 
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